
Atempo Live Backup - The Ultimate Data Protection Solution for Macs in the 
Enterprise
Atempo Live Backup delivers an enterprise-level data protection solution that 
automatically and continuously backs up data on Macs, while minimizing impact 
to the system’s performance and network. Atempo Live Backup increases 
productivity for Mac users by allowing them to recover their own files. It also 
enables IT administrators to centrally manage policies for both Windows and 
Macs in their enterprises.

Economical, High-Performance Solution with 
Heterogeneous Support

Although Macs are becoming prevalent in the enterprise, 
many of the traditional IT administrative tools remain 
insufficient. Moreover, IT organizations increasingly have 
mandates to support Mac users with limited number of 
staff and resources. Atempo Live Backup provides a low-
cost and comprehensive data protection solution for both 
Macs and Windows systems in the enterprise.

Reliable Continuous Data Protection Solution for Macs

Traditional scheduled backup solutions largely depend 
on end-users to connect to the corporate network at 
a specific time. Studies have also shown that most 
end-users have unpredictable backup habits. As such, 
companies can not rely on end-users to backup corporate 
data on their systems. Consequently, there is a growing 
demand for an automatic backup solution for Macs. 
Atempo Live Backup uses its CDP technology to offer a 
real-time data protection solution for Macs, regardless of 
the connection to the corporate network.

Centralized Administration Using Your Existing IT 
Infrastructure

Today’s challenging economic conditions require 
companies to maximize existing IT assets and maintain 
consistent data backup and management policies for 
all systems in their organizations. Atempo Live Backup 
allows IT administrators to expand support for Macs in 
their existing Windows infrastructure without requiring 
additional hardware.

Low Storage Requirement and Minimal Impact to Network 
Bandwidth

As volumes of corporate data continue to grow 
exponentially, companies are facing problems to store 
and protect these data efficiently without significantly 
impacting their limited IT budgets. Furthermore, the data 
backup processes must not interfere with end-users’ 
productivity. Using data deduplication and block-level 
backup, Atempo Live Backup dramatically reduces 
storage and network bandwidth requirements and 
increases end-users’ productivity.

Key Value Propositions of Atempo Live Backup

for Mac OS® XData Management, Simplified.



Key Features and Benefits
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Atempo Live Backup is a transparent 
solution dedicated to the protection of your 
Macs. Built on a Client-Server architecture, 
it continuously protects Mac users’ data, 
regardless of connection to the corporate 
network. Atempo Live Backup features a 
user-friendly client wizard for Mac users to 
recover any files without assistance from 
IT administrators. By delivering maximum 
protection of the data on your company’s 
Macs, Atempo Live Backup is proved to be 
the enterprise data protection product that 
will meet the needs of your enterprise.

Transparent Protection
Atempo Live Backup automatically 
backs up data with no disruption of 
Mac users’ work patterns or network 
performance.  It acts transparently on all 
Macs, captures changes in real time, and 
sends them to the Atempo Live Backup 
Server. Data is continuously backed 
up even when Macs are disconnected 
and roaming, saving all changed data 
to its cache until the computer is 
connected to the network again.

Efficient Storage

Within your enterprise, many Mac users may 
store the same version of a file multiple 
times. When you offer protection to a large 
number of Mac users, this data duplication 
is frequent and can make storage volumes 
explode. The Atempo Live Backup data 
de-duplication feature saves storage space 
by only transferring and storing redundant 
blocks once, which reduces bandwidth 
usage and significantly saves costs.

Self-serve File Recovery

Self-serve restore capabilities for Mac 
users minimize the need for IT help. 
A user-friendly interface makes file 
recovery easy for users—minimizing 
the need for IT assistance, improving 

productivity, and lowering TCO.  Users 
can easily restore recoverable files, 
including those that are deleted, and 
“empty trash” with the assistance of the 
Atempo Live Backup Recovery Assistant 
client wizard. Integration with the local 
user file system will also enable Mac 
users to recover previous versions of a 
file through the Finder functionality.

Central Administration and Management

Administrators can enforce consistent 
backup policies across the WAN and control 
features available to both Mac and PC 
users. Atempo Live Backup makes it easy 
for administrators to deploy, manage, 
and enforce consistent backup policies 
across all enterprise clients. Whether 
you start with a small department, a 
group of remote offices, or a company-
wide rollout, Atempo Live Backup lets 
you easily transfer client accounts and 
protected data across Atempo Live Backup 
servers, making this a flexible solution 
that easily scales with your business.

Minimum System Requirements:
Atempo Live Backup Client:

	Macintosh® with a PowerPC or Intel®   
 processor

	1 GB RAM

	100 MB of free disk space (500 MB   
 recommended)

	Mac OS® X version 10.6.x (Snow          
 Leopard) or 10.5.x (Leopard) or 10.4.11  
 (Tiger)

	Network connection (modem, WAN and  
 wireless are supported) 

Atempo Live Backup Server:

	1-GHz (x86) or 1.4-GHz (x64) processor     
 (2GHz or faster processor    
 recommended)

	512 MB RAM (2 GB recommended)

	5 GB hard disk space plus adequate disk  
 space for the client backup files

	Dynamic volumes or RAID recommended

	SCSI/RAID subsystem recommended

	Network card (100 Mbps or better   
 recommended)

	Windows Server® 2003 Standard or   
 Enterprise Edition SP2 or Windows   
 Server 2008® Standard or Enterprise  
 Edition (32- or 64-bit)

	IIS 6.0 for Windows Server® 2003 or IIS  
 7.0 for Windows Server® 2008 (32-bit  
 support only)

	Microsoft® SQL Server® 2000 Standard  
       or Enterprise Edition SP3a or Microsoft®  
       SQL Server® 2005 Standard, Enterprise,  
       Developer, or Workgroup Edition (32- or  
       64-bit)

About Atempo

Atempo enables organizations to protect, 
manage, archive, and recover digital 
information simply and effectively, across 
any infrastructure, on any platform, over 
any period of time. Atempo provides a 
comprehensive portfolio of integrated 
software solutions, including backup 
and recovery of servers, continuous 
data protection of workstations and 
laptops, and long-term archiving of 
files and email messages. Atempo 
simplifies the management of data 
throughout its entire lifecycle by providing 
unprecedented visibility and control 
over data growth, infrastructure cost, 
and risk mitigation. Atempo serves 
thousands of customers around the world 
through a sales and support network 
of over 200 resellers and partners.
Learn more at www.atempo.com 


